WHAT FAMILY TREE MEMBERS ARE SAYING:

“JASMYN has a combination of vision, leadership & execution that is seen in philanthropic circles as a Best in Breed organization.”  - DAVID MILLER, BRIGHTWAY INSURANCE

“There is so much heart at JASMYN, and they haven’t lost any of that as they’ve grown in important ways and been able to help more and more young people over 25 years.”  - JEFF CHARTRAND

“JASMYN embraces love. Never have I seen love embodied and love in action as I have seen it at JASMYN.”  - SUSAN GREENE, BOARD MEMBER

To make a gift that welcomes you into this membership, contact Loretta Prescott today:
lprescott@jamsyn.org or 904-389-3857, x. 216.
JASMYN has a Gift Acceptance Policy available upon request.

P.O. BOX 2973, JACKSONVILLE, FL 32203
(904) 389.3857 • JASMYN.ORG
BENEFITS OF MEMBERSHIP:

- An exclusive thank you gathering of the group each February
- Special email newsletter with a deeper dive into JASMYN policy, program and staff semi-annually
- A featured asset at each Signature Event:
  - Family Tree tent at Strides (April)
  - Invitation to the keynote speaker’s reception at the Coming Out Day Breakfast (October)
- Personalized nametag available at all JASMYN gatherings
- Invitation to any special events

When you make a gift at any of the levels identified here, you will be notified that you are a part of this notable group. Your membership benefits begin immediately and you will receive the next published Family Tree email, which will include information for accessing other benefits.

MEMBERSHIP LEVELS:

- LEAF
  - $1000 - $4999
- BRANCH
  - $5000 - $5999
- TRUNK
  - $10,000 - $24,000
- ROOT
  - $25,000+

Any donor with a gift of $1,000 or greater within an 18 month time frame is considered part of this alliance. The charter membership is considered based on gifts in this category between September 2018 and February 2020.